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TOP STORIES 






 [image: Band A power plan faces brick wall of 5.8m unmetered customers] 


 Band A power plan faces brick wall of 5.8m unmetered customers 


Oladehinde Oladipo 
 3 hrs ago 


 The federal government’s ambitious plan to provide premium power for all citizens is seen as facing a hurdle of 5.8... 






 [image: Nigeria, four others record fastest rise in food inflation – World Bank] 


 Nigeria, four others record fastest rise in food inflation – World Bank 


Bunmi Bailey 
 3 hrs ago 


 …CBN urged to continue raising interest rate Nigeria, Ethiopia, Malawi, Sierra Leone, and Zimbabwe are the sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries... 
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 Emirates mulls return, airfares to drop further on naira gains 


Ifeoma Okeke-Korieocha 
 12 hrs ago 


 Airfares for flights out of Nigeria are expected to drop further as the naira has extended its gains against the... 
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 Obaseki names 38-year-old Omobayo as deputy hours after Shaibu’s impeachment 


Taofeek Oyedokun 
 18 hrs ago 


 Godwin Obaseki, the governor of Edo State, has picked Godwins Omobayo, 38, as his deputy following the impeachment of Philip... 
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 Allen Onyema: What you didn't know about the peace advocate behind Air Peace! 



 2 hrs ago 








 Betta Edu : EFCC recovers N30bn, scrutinizes over 50 bank accounts 



 7 hrs ago 








 Eid-ul-Fitr :Sultan of Sokoto announces April 10 marks end of Ramadan fast 



 7 hrs ago 








 Nigeria's hike in visa-on-arrival fee to $170 sparks outcry 



 13 hrs ago 








 CBN slashes Customs FX duty rate to N1,246.665 per dollar 



 14 hrs ago 








 Read more >> 
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 Real Madrid vs Man City: Ancelotti admits pre-match nervousness 


 Anthony Nlebem 
 just now 


Ahead of the highly anticipated Uefa Champions League clash between Real Madrid and Manchester City, Carlo Ancelotti admits he is...
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 Champions League: Odegaard rallies Arsenal ahead of Bayern clash 


 Anthony Nlebem 
 just now 


Ahead of their Uefa Champions League quarter-final clash against Bayern Munich, Arsenal captain Martin Odegaard has urged his teammates not...
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 2024 Olympics: Banyana look to home advantage against Super Falcons 


 Anthony Nlebem 
 just now 


Banyana Banyana coach Desiree Ellis and striker Thembi Kgatlana are banking on the support of the home fans to overturn...
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 2024 Olympics: Super Falcons aim to extend unbeaten record against Banyana 


 Anthony Nlebem 
 just now 


In a highly anticipated match on Tuesday night, Nigeria’s Super Falcons are poised to maintain their impeccable record of never...
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 Beyond the noise: Best practice in corporate governance 


 BusinessDay 
 an hour ago 


Over the last few weeks, there have been contributions from a range of organisations on an important topic. The rules...
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 Gender war: From women's emancipation to men's eradication 


 BusinessDay 
 an hour ago 


The struggle for gender equality has been a long and ongoing fight, marked by significant milestones in women’s rights. However,...
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 2027 presidency: Why Peter Obi must temper his expectations 


 Olu Fasan
 Apr 08, 2024
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 Beyond borders: Securing Nigeria's future with drone technology and citizen engagement 


 The Editorial Board
 Apr 08, 2024
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 Debunking economic myths: Government budget deficits are not always bad 


 Oluwatobi Ojabello
 Apr 08, 2024
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 And they returned without their teacher! 


 Eugenia Abu
 Apr 05, 2024
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 The different ages of Man - between Japan and Nigeria 


 Femi Olugbile
 Apr 05, 2024
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 Prioritising Real Estate: A Key Driver of economic recovery and job creation in Nigeria 


 The Editorial Board
 Apr 05, 2024
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OPINION
 Beyond the noise: Best practice in corporate governance 

 Apr 09, 2024 


OPINION
 Gender war: From women's emancipation to men's eradication 

 Apr 09, 2024 


OPINION
 The exclusion of retained earnings from Nigerian bank’s recapitalisation components 

 Apr 09, 2024 
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Betta Edu : EFCC recovers N30bn, scrutinizes over 50 bank accounts


BusinessDay
Apr 08, 2024


In a major development related to the ongoing probe of the Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs and suspended minister Betta Edu,...







[image: Dollar crashes to N1,200 on black market after CBN reviews BDCs’ rate]

Dollar crashes to N1,200 on black market after CBN reviews BDCs’ rate


Hope Moses-Ashike
Apr 08, 2024


The naira has maintained its appreciation on the official and unofficial market, strengthening to 1,200 on the black market after...
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[image: Nigeria to get $1bn oil-backed loan from Afreximbank in May]

Nigeria to get $1bn oil-backed loan from Afreximbank in May


Oladehinde Oladipo
Apr 08, 2024


Nigeria is set to receive a much-needed boost in May with a $1.05 billion loan from the African Export-Import Bank.../p>







[image: Four oil marketing firms’ prepaid expenses rise 34% to N3.9bn]

Four oil marketing firms’ prepaid expenses rise 34% to N3.9bn


Folake Balogun
Apr 08, 2024


The total prepaid expenses of four listed downstream oil firms on the Nigerian Exchange Limited rose by 34 percent last.../p>
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[image: Fintechs embrace USSD to expand offline offerings]

Fintechs embrace USSD to expand offline offerings


Chinwe Michael
Apr 08, 2024


Fintech companies in Nigeria have begun to leverage Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) code to expand their offline offering and...
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Naira rally buoys MTN group share price, surges 12% in a month


BusinessDay
Apr 08, 2024


MTN stock has built up steam JSE over the past month after losing more than a quarter of its value...
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[image: Stock market sustains bearish sentiment in new week]

Stock market sustains bearish sentiment in new week


Iheanyi Nwachukwu
Apr 08, 2024


The bearish sentiment seen lately at the Nigerian equities market continued on Monday April 8, as more investors stayed on.../p>







[image: The VFD Group raises N12.5bn, lists additional shares on the NGX]

The VFD Group raises N12.5bn, lists additional shares on the NGX


Iheanyi Nwachukwu
Apr 08, 2024


The Nigerian Exchange Limited (NGX) has listed VFD Group Plc’s Rights Issue of 63,342,455 ordinary shares of 50 kobo each,.../p>
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13 banks need N3.31trn to meet CBN threshold


Hope Moses-Ashike
 Apr 01, 2024
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CBN hikes rate again in push to tame inflation


Hope Moses-Ashike
 Mar 26, 2024
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SEC tightens grip on crypto industry with new capital base


Temitayo Jaiyeola
 Mar 25, 2024
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Cranfield University: Nurturing global sustainability leaders through innovative education and real-world impact


Sponsored Post
Apr 08, 2024
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ReelFruit Champions sustainable manufacturing with support from FCMB


Sponsored Post
Apr 08, 2024
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GIZ/Digital transformation centre Nigeria calls for Nigerian innovation support organisations (ISOs) to be selected for support


Sponsored Post
Apr 08, 2024
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[image: Rising cost push manufacturing exports down 62% in 4 years]



Rising cost push manufacturing exports down 62% in 4 years


Apr 08, 2024
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Here is a list of the 5 least developed countries


Apr 08, 2024









[image: Super Falcons ready for epic battle against Banyana Banyana]



Super Falcons ready for epic battle against Banyana Banyana


Apr 08, 2024
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Third Mainland bridge reopens to delight of motorists


Apr 08, 2024
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Seven arguments for sacking Man United's Ten Hag


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 08, 2024 


In his debut season at Manchester United, Erik ten Hag enjoyed success, securing a third-placed finish and clinching the Carabao...
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The most expensive cakes in the world


Chigozirim Enyinnia
 Apr 06, 2024 


Cakes have always been a symbol of celebration and indulgence. From birthdays to weddings, they bring joy and delight to...
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Fall and rise of 48-year-old Sim Shagaya, brain behind Miva Open University, uLesson Group


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 06, 2024 


Sim Shagaya is a Nigerian media and technology entrepreneur and the brilliant mind behind Miva Open University. He has left...
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10 affordable countries to live your dream life as a retiree - Forbes


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 06, 2024 


For anyone seeking a more affordable way of life or those wishing to escape the daily grind, societal pressures, this...
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[image: GTCO boosts profit with N334bn from FX gain]


GTCO grows full year pre-tax profit by 184.5% to N609.3bn


Iheanyi Nwachukwu
 Apr 08, 2024 


Guaranty Trust Holding Company Plc (GTCO) has released its Audited Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements for the year ended December...
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Zenith Bank proposes N3.50 final dividend as gross earnings hit N2.131bn


Iheanyi Nwachukwu
 Apr 08, 2024 


…profit rises by 179.6% Zenith Bank Plc has released its audited results for the year ended December 31, 2023. The...








[image: First Bank set to raise N300bn in new capital to meet CBN limit]


First Bank set to raise N300bn in new capital to meet CBN limit


BusinessDay
 Apr 08, 2024 


Nigerian banking group FBN Holdings plans to seek shareholder approval this month to raise up to 300 billion naira ($241...








[image: NASCON, BUA Foods top credit sales growth in one year]


NASCON, BUA Foods top credit sales growth in one year


Folake Balogun
 Apr 08, 2024 


NASCON Allied Industries Plc, BUA Foods Plc and Dangote Cement Plc are the three consumer firms that recorded the highest...
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 See Past Editions 
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 See Past Editions 
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[image: Medic West Africa drove $46.8m value to healthcare in 11yrs – director]


Medic West Africa drove $46.8m value to healthcare in 11yrs - director


Temitayo Ayetoto-Oladehinde
 Apr 08, 2024 


As Africa embraces advancements from the fourth industrial revolution, Medic West Africa, the region’s leading healthcare trade event, connects key...
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How 19yrs old Okechukwu is building successful accessories business


Charles Ogwo
 Apr 08, 2024 


It is not always easy to combine schooling and business, but for Okechukwu Victor Chiemere, a 19-year-old software engineering student...








[image: Nigeria will struggle to compete without services export policy to prioritise investments – Madu]


Nigeria will struggle to compete without services export policy to prioritise investments – Madu


Amaka Anagor-Ewuzie
 Apr 07, 2024 


Obiora Madu is an export consultant and director general of the African Centre for Supply. He recently launched a book...
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The biggest asset of entrepreneurs is how they see things –Tade


Daniel Obi
 Apr 06, 2024 


Tade Cash is a massive wealth creator, a business educator and an entrepreneur. He recently engaged with business startups on...
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Meet Omobayo Godwin, the new Edo deputy governor


Iwok Iniobong
 Apr 08, 2024 


Omobayo Godwin, newly appointed deputy governor of Edo State was sworn in on Monday after the impeachment of Philip Shaibu,...
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I can't entertain the public with deep family issues, AY speaks up on marriage breakup


Chioma Onuh
 Apr 07, 2024 


Ayo Makun, a popular comedian better known as AY has revealed that he is having a marital crisis. He made...
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Air Peace’s cabin crew’s traditional Isi Agu attire excites Nigerians


Chigozirim Enyinnia
 Apr 07, 2024 


Air Peace, Nigeria’s leading airline made waves in the aviation industry recently with a bold and culturally significant statement. As...
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Why Nigeria continues to lag South Africa in music revenues


Anthony Udugba
 Apr 06, 2024 


In 2023, South Africa accounted for 77.0 percent of the total music revenue from the Sub-Saharan African (SSA) region, according...
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Real Madrid vs Man City: Ancelotti admits pre-match nervousness


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 09, 2024 


Ahead of the highly anticipated Uefa Champions League clash between Real Madrid and Manchester City, Carlo Ancelotti admits he is...
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Champions League: Odegaard rallies Arsenal ahead of Bayern clash


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 09, 2024 


Ahead of their Uefa Champions League quarter-final clash against Bayern Munich, Arsenal captain Martin Odegaard has urged his teammates not...
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2024 Olympics: Banyana look to home advantage against Super Falcons


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 09, 2024 


Banyana Banyana coach Desiree Ellis and striker Thembi Kgatlana are banking on the support of the home fans to overturn...
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2024 Olympics: Super Falcons aim to extend unbeaten record against Banyana


Anthony Nlebem
 Apr 09, 2024 


In a highly anticipated match on Tuesday night, Nigeria’s Super Falcons are poised to maintain their impeccable record of never...
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South Africa approves digital nomad visa for foreign skilled workers


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 06, 2024 


South Africa has approved the enactment of its digital nomad visa regulations, extending the right to work to foreign skilled...
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Top six tourism destinations in Africa by revenue post Covid


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 06, 2024 


As the haze of the COVID-19 pandemic cleared, global economies tallied their losses, with border closures and movement restrictions dealing...
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Powerful South African parliament speaker docked for bribery, granted but prosecutors insist she must surrender passport


BusinessDay
 Apr 04, 2024 


South African prosecutors on Thursday charged former National Assembly speaker Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula with corruption and money laundering, a day after...
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Meet the Nigerians to speak at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 03, 2024 


Six Nigerians have been confirmed as speakers at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa in May. The summit, set to...
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El Salvador offers free passports to 5000 overseas skilled workers


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 08, 2024 


Nayib Bukele, the President of El Salvador has announced that the government is offering 5000 free passports to overseas skilled...
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Two passenger planes collide at Heathrow Airport


BusinessDay
 Apr 08, 2024 


A Virgin Atlantic plane crashed into a British Airways jet at Heathrow Airport, sparking a huge emergency service response on...
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Pelumi Nubi, who drove from London to Nigeria gets hero welcome


Bethel Olujobi
 Apr 07, 2024 


Pelumi Nubi, a British Nigerian who drove for 68 days from London, UK has finally arrived Lagos. The 28 year...
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More than 100 inmates die in DR Congo’s prisons so far in 2024 - UN


Wasiu Alli
 Apr 07, 2024 


A United Nation human rights official has said that over 100 inmates have died so far since the start of...
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Business Day, established in 2001, is a daily business newspaper based in Lagos. It is the only Nigerian newspaper with a bureau in Accra, Ghana. It has both daily and Sunday titles. It circulates in Nigeria and Ghana
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 Band A power plan faces brick wall of 5.8m unmetered customers 
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